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Wood Vibes: Blossom 



We live coatings. 
We know color.
Axalta is a trailblazer in color and design trends for the wood industry. Our worldwide team of color specialists and our experts in advanced forecasting, 
inspire us to formulate the next generation of coating colors.

Axalta Wood Vibes is a series of collections that focus on the latest home interior color trends, and especially wood finishing trends. Our goal is to enliven 
every room - inspiring our clients through color and delivering to the market the colors that will be in demand for years to come.

We believe color adds excitement, beauty, and personality to everything we do, including wood. Our passion for color is our daily motivation, and we’re proud 
to be your color expert for every surface in home décor.

Coloring your mood with flowers
Home Fashion - Color Trends 2022
The global pandemic has changed the way we live and altered many aspects of home design. The new normal transformed our emotions and behaviors. 
There is a desire for healing, balance, and renewal. Color palettes in 2022 will continue to be inspired by nature, centering on soft, soothing colors that make 
us feel safe, revived, and comfortable at home.

Our new collection, Wood Vibes: Blossom, is inspired by flowers. Research has proven that flowers and plants have a positive impact on our well-being. 
Flowers are a natural moderator of mood and have strong positive effects on emotional health. You can use certain hues of flowers to invite good 
vibes that will color the mood of your home. 

In this season’s report, the refreshing collection of colors span from pastel tonalities like muted blue, green, and soft shades of lavender, to bold tonalities like 
earth brown, dark gray, and black. There are also a few key neutrals including light grays, whites, and warm beiges that bring a sense of peace to any home. 



Miami White                                                  Moonlight White                                                 Simply White                                                  Gelo White                                                  



     White Magnolia
The White Magnolia collection represents 
innocence and purity. A white color palette balances 
a combination of warm and cool whites that will 
make any home look clean, warm, and calm.



Thistle Beige
The Thistle Beige collection is composed of 
neutral color shades that are comforting, 
revitalizing, and natural bringing positivity 
and balance into a home.



Carrington Beige                        Durango                        Sanlot                        Pale Almond                        



Yosemite Sand               Mochachino                 Pale Brown                      Espresso                      



     Heather Brown
The Heather Brown collection incorporates various 
hues of browns, from deep mocha to buttery 
toffee. Brown represents the color of the Earth, 
and creates a comforting and nurturing ambiance.



Lavender Bush
The Lavender Bush palette symbolizes grace, 
elegance, and youth. The palette incorporates 
various hues of purple that support healing and 
create a soothing environment.



Pale Iris              Wild Orchid              Hazy Lilac                     Cabernet                  



Glacier Blue           Marlboro Blue Santa Monica Blue Nile Blue               



     Blue Hydrangea 
The Blue Hydrangea collection is classic, timeless, 
and cozy. These soothing blue hues spread feelings 
of relaxation helping to release any negative 
energy in a home.
 



Green Cactus
Green Cactus evokes a sense of purness and 
calmness. Muted green hues are soothing and 
elegant, promoting a serene ambiance.



Smoky Mountain        Earth Green Kentucky Haze Cape Blue            



Teel Wool       Pewter Silver Dollar Gray Ski           



Gray Santolina 
Gray Santolina is minimalistic and neutral. The 
palette is filled with warm and muted grays and 
greiges that give personality to any place. 



Black Rose
Black Rose is powerful and dramatic. This 
collection is composed with stronger and more 
saturated hues that bring elegance and style to 
any space.



Black Knight       Jet Black Black Iron Wrought Iron          



For more information, 
please contact Axalta at:

1 800 788 4907
axaltawoodinfo@axalta.com
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